SOME MODELS OF RASTER CORRELATORS OF BINARY IMAGES
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Abstract: In paper the outcomes of mathematical modeling of statistical recognition of binary images are proposed. The offered hypothesis that the pixels constituting boundary of recognition object and an image background are secondary attributes at recognition is experimentally confirmed. As consequence, recognition reliability can be raised due to exception of these pixels at recognition. Basing on the offered example of training of models on the fixed training sample and taking into account that the prototype model is a special case of the rejecting model we have noted that recognition reliability of offered model cannot be lower than reliability of the prototype. The obtained results will be used in hardware realization of binary comparators.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The model of the binary statistical correlator, as pattern classifier, is the object of our research [1]. As the prototype the classical model consisting of the binary raster comparator and threshold unit have been examined. Its structure is represented on fig.1.

The preference about the input image is given to that class where there were a maximal total number of pixels concurrences. Function of the threshold unit has the following kind:

\[ X = J \{ \max \{ S_{j}^{abs} \} \}, \quad j = 1, N \quad (2) \]

As a rule, raster correlators are used when quantity of classes is insignificant, for example, at recognition of alphabet characters, road signs, national emblems and etc. Input images should meet the certain requirements. They should be normalized on scale, oriented in a matrix and separate fragments of input images should be proportionate. Thus, restrictions to the input images are formulated as in the majority of statistical methods, for example, spectral or neuron–like.

Main problem of these methods is the learning. For researched model of raster correlators is a reference images formation. Obviously, recognition quality will be caused by a discrepancy degree of the same input and reference images. Thus, the greatest probability of pixels discrepancies will belong to the object boundary.

The working hypothesis will be that the pixels located on object boundary practically do not carry the information on an image. Moreover, such pixels account reduces recognition probability. Hence, reliability of recognition can be raised at the exception of these pixels at recognition. Thus it is necessary to solve a problem of optimum learning.
The purpose of given article is experimental confirmation of this hypothesis.

2. LEARNING OF BINARY CORRELATORS

As optimum learning of correlators we shall understand a finding of such reference images which would provide recognition of the maximal number of input images. Learning can be divided into two stages[2].

On the first stage, for each class, with using of final set of learning images, the so-called statistical account of class (SAC) is computing. SAC is a matrix of the data of size \( E \times M \). Each SAC element value determines quantity of the object pixels in learning images.

\[ S^\text{SAC} = \sum_{k=1}^{M_j} P^\text{LI}_{ik}, \quad i = 1, E; \quad j = 1, N \]  

(3)

where \( S^\text{SAC} \) – \( i \)th element of the static account for class \( j \), \( P^\text{LI}_{ik} \) – \( i \)th pixel of \( k \)th learning image for class \( j \), \( M_j \) – quantity of learning images for class \( j \).

At the second stage of learning it is necessary to determine reference images basing on obtaining SACs.

For the initial model (1), the task of reference images determination is reduced to a finding of optimum boundary of the object and background [3]. On fig. 2 qualitative dependence of probabilities distribution of \( i \)th pixel belonging to a background of the image (solid line) and object of recognition (dashed line) is submitted depending on \( S^\text{SAC} \).

At exception of some pixels set, the number of pixels participating in recognition for different classes can be various. Thus, the choice of the maximal concurrence is possible only at operating

Developing a working hypothesis, we assume, that there is a pair thresholds \( S^\text{OPTmin} \) and \( S^\text{OPTmax} \) which using will allow us to allocate a subset of boundary pixels. These pixels exception(rejection) at recognition finally should raise recognition efficiency. Thus, in the given approach it is necessary to determine for each class as the reference image, and rejection mask. Reference image and rejection mask pixels will be defined according to expressions:

\[ P^\text{RI}_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1, & S^\text{SAC}_{ij} > S^\text{OPTmax} \\ 0, & S^\text{SAC}_{ij} \leq S^\text{OPTmin} \end{cases} \quad \text{(5)} \]

\[ P^\text{RM}_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1, & S^\text{SAC}_{ij} \leq S^\text{OPTmin}; \quad S^\text{SAC}_{ij} > S^\text{OPTmax} \\ 0, & S^\text{OPTmin} < S^\text{SAC}_{ij} \leq S^\text{OPTmax} \end{cases} \quad \text{(6)} \]

3. REJECTION MODEL OF THE RASTER CORRELATOR

On fig. 4 it is submitted structure of rejection model of the raster correlator.

Alongside with \( N \) reference images, in formation of the sums \( S^r_j \) participate \( N \) rejection masks. Functioning of binary comparator is described by the following expression:

\[ S^r_j = \sum_{i=1}^{E} (P^\text{RI}_{ij} \oplus P^\text{II}_{ij}) \quad \text{&} \quad P^\text{RM}_{ij}, \quad j = 1, N \quad \text{(7)} \]

where \( P^\text{II}_i \) – \( i \)th pixel of the input image, \( P^\text{RI}_{ij} \) – \( i \)th pixel of the \( j \)th reference image, \( P^\text{RM}_{ij} \) – \( i \)th pixel of the \( j \)th rejection mask, \( E \) – size of a binary raster, \( N \) – quantity of classes.

At exception of some pixels set, the number of pixels participating in recognition for different classes can be various. Thus, the choice of the maximal concurrence is possible only at operating
by relative values of total number of pixels coincidences.

\[ S_{j}^{rel} = \frac{S_{j}'}{\sum_{i=1}^{E} P_{ij}^{RM}} \]  

(8)

The preference about the recognized image is given that class where there were a maximal relative number of coincidences. The threshold unit realizes the same function (2), but with a relative values:

\[ X = J \{ \max (S_{j}^{rel}) \}, \quad j = 1, N \]  

(9)

4. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION OF A WORKING HYPOTHESIS

Researches were spent on the model realizing recognition of hand-written Arabian numbers.

Reference images formation was carried out basing on of 25 binary learning images for each class. Their size equals 24x32 a pixels. In total 250 input images participated in experiment (25 images for each class).

For the initial correlator at each optimal threshold and for the rejection correlator at various combinations of \( \text{min} \) and \( \text{max} \) thresholds the recognition probability was calculated. Results of experiment are submitted on fig.5.

![Graph showing recognition probability distribution with various thresholds for both models](image)

Fig.5. Recognition probability distribution with various thresholds for both models

Apparently from fig.5 for the initial model (white graph) an optimum threshold \( S_{OPT} = 20 \). At the given threshold the correlator has correctly recognized 232 images, and the recognition probability has come to 92.8%.

For rejection correlator optimum there was a pair of thresholds \( S_{OPTmin} = 17 \) and \( S_{OPTmax} = 22 \). In this case it has been recognized 236 of 250 submitted images and recognition probability has come to 94.4%.

In experiment for revealing the reasons causing increase of recognition efficiency additional characteristics have been obtained.

At correct recognition of the image were calculated: total number of pixels coincidences of the input and reference images for that class which has a maximum total number coincidences; difference between total number of pixels coincidences for the two classes which have the most coincidences.

Average values of those characteristics are resulted in tab. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial model</th>
<th>Rejection model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( S_{max} )</td>
<td>84,753</td>
<td>85,666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_{max0} - S_{max1} )</td>
<td>11,808</td>
<td>12,203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Increase of recognition efficiency is connected with improvement of "quality" of reference images. Excluding fuzzy boundary pixels from consideration, recognition is carried out on set of more informative attributes. Thus fuzzy boundary pixels inhibit recognition reducing number of pixels coincidences for correct class and increasing it for others.

For revealing dynamics of decrease of recognition quality at increase of class number the following experiment has been carried out. For the classes set consisting 26 hand-written Latin alphabet symbols and 10 Arabic numbers, the reference images for the prototype–model and pair of the reference images and rejecting masks for offered model have been obtained. Then both models made recognition among 2, 3 and so on up to 36 classes. For each quantity of classes participating at recognition the relative recognition probabilities for both models were calculated. The test sequence contains on 35 samples for each class, in total 1260 images.

Results of experiment are represented on fig. 6.

Apparently from fig. 6 with increase in quantity of classes the percent of correctly recognized images decreases, but reduction occurs not so quickly at using rejecting model. For example, at 5 classes of images the difference equal 1.4 %, and at 36 classes the rejecting model advantage already 3.6 %.
experiment once again confirms advantage of use of offered rejecting model.

**CONCLUSION**

It is considered to be, that increase of efficiency is connected to a spent resource with nonlinear dependence. In the resulted example, increase of recognition probability has demanded double increase in a memory size. As a whole, the degree of increase of recognition probability depends on many factors: learning quality, width of learning set, number input images and, finally, from statistical characteristics of object and model of recognition.

It is necessary to note that in a worst case when $S_{OPT_{min}} = S_{OPT_{min}} = S_{OPT}$, and all pixels of rejection masks are true rejection model transformed to classical initial model. Hence, recognition reliability of rejection model of the raster correlator, by definition, cannot be lower than reliability of initial model. Thus, the working hypothesis about increase of recognition probability of raster correlators proves to be true at the expense of fuzzy boundary of recognition objects.

The obtained results can be used for hardware realization of binary processing devices.
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